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Innovation

turning data into opportunity

MX Deposit goes where you go.
Whether you are importing assay results in the office, checking on progress from
your hotel, or picking up grab samples off the grid, MX Deposit can handle it. With
native Android and iOS applications you can work fully offline in remote areas. Data
is automatically synched to the web application once you are back online.
“We've seen major advantages from deploying MX Deposit as an enterprise-level
core logging platform. The bottom line is that MX Deposit users can realize large
savings in time and costs while simultaneously enabling company-wide consistency
in data capture.”
Harness your team's collective power.
MX Deposit’s real-time activity feed allows team members to post comments and
questions either globally, or to a specific group of people. Images and comments can
be tagged to specific drill holes, samples, tables, records or values within a record.
You won’t need to flip between emails, text messages, files or other sources to keep
projects on track. And with a full history, the audit trail on your data is fully captured.
“I would say 95% of our data entry is quicker and easier, since our move to MX
Deposit. One of the best features is the ability to design the system to fit the
parameters of the project. It’s not often that you find that kind of flexibility and we
can clearly see what the upsides are.”
Make better decisions.
Drilling and sampling are costly activities with data being their only product. Build all
of your important data validation rules into the system and use them to collect
quality data that will stand the test of time. Handle assay QAQC with ease while
tracking all the details. A full audit trail is captured on every piece of data.

Collecting and storing data is becoming more digital, and in turn, companies
are seeing ways to have that information on demand wherever they are, be it in
a corporate boardroom or in the field as they drill.
MX Deposit is available through app stores for download to mobile devices,
while competitors have to be installed on laptops or desktops.
“They could be collecting data right there on their phone as it comes, rather
than putting it on paper and transferring it to a program later in a laptop,” Kerr
said. “They can share that information with everyone else in the organization,
or collect it offline and automatically sync that data once they get a connection
back, just like any other mobile app.”
From there, data can be shared, validated and compared in real time for any
scenario, from press releases to keeping track of progress and sharing
success with stakeholders and team members.
Drilling is one of the largest investments for any mining and exploration company, and
advances in digital technology can dramatically increase the value of data generated
and how quickly insights can be gained. MX Deposit is a game changer, in a matter of
hours customers can create the environment they need to collect and control the drill
hole and sample data, and immediately start gaining insights across all projects.”
Our customers want to access the most up to date data and insights across all
projects. It’s also important that management and other stakeholders can readily
engage and tap into the collective knowledge of the team in a real time way. We
design our solutions to ensure we meet these needs, and MX Deposit has been
designed with these needs in mind too.”

It’s a very flexible solution that is delivering large savings in time and cost on a wide variety
of projects, while enabling company-wide consistency in data capture. MX Deposit is a
valuable addition to the mining value chain – as innovation that drives productivity and helps
protect margins for miners is vital for the success of the industry.”
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Altiplano Metal’s focuses on projects with the potential to expand operations and infrastructure
whilst reducing costs, increasing resources, improving grade and generating positive cash flows.
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SOUTH AMERICA

APN’s flagship project is the Farellon mine, a high grade Iron-Oxide-Copper-Gold system,
located near La Serena, Chile. Since acquiring in 2017, APN has focused on cost reductions
and grade control resulting in 6 quarters of positive cash flow, thus demonstrating Farellon
can extract the quantity and grade necessary to be a profitable mine, even in volatile
markets.
APN is funded to expand Farellon to access additional mineralized zones at depth and to
build an onsite fit for purpose mill and flotation plant to reduce costs and improve output
and revenue.

SANTIAGO

Based on the success at Farellon, APN is in the process of evaluating several Cu-Au, Au and Ag near term
producing assets for acquisition where it can employ a repeatable business model as demonstrated at
Farellon.
Our goal is to create a “portfolio” of cash flowing copper and gold assets to enhance shareholder value
by leveraging our in-country management team, global service providers and supported by our
experienced Metals Group team.
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2017

2019

Develop strong local team and relationships

Achieved operational consistency
while generating cash

U/G bulk sampling and toll mill operations focusing
on cost and grade control (to date gerating $3.65
mm in revenue from the sale of 1.6 mm pounds of
copper).

2018
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2021
Increase Market cap by
building a portfolio of
multi cash flowing
projects

Increase output and build onite infrastructure.
Repeatable business model - acquire near term
producers, focus on costs, generate cash

2020
APNMETALS.COM

Achieve 8000 tpm extraction

4000000

Fe separation added to the mill

3000000

Achieve 5000 tpm extraction

20,000

2500000
Hugo decline construction begins

15,000

2000000

Small profit margin

10,000

1500000

Q1 2018 Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019 Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020
Tonnes Extracted

Total Revenue

PROJECTED

0

PROJECTED

5,000

PROJECTED

1000000

QUARTERLY REVENUE CA$

3500000

Plant comes online – extraction increases, costs decline

25,000

PROJECTED

QUARTERLY TONNES EXTRACTED

30,000

500000
0

Q4 2020 Q1 2021

Total Costs

*APN has not reported reserves. Pro forma revenue figures were generated from proceeds of bulk sampling

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

•Develop the Hugo
Decline

•Begin plant
construction

•Begin Rosario
decline expansion
& extraction of
3000 tpm

•Achieve
extraction of 5000
tpm at Farellon

•Add Fe separation
process to the
mill

•Achieve
extraction of 8000
tpm by adding an
additional 3,000
tpm from Rosario
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Targeting

5 Million OZ
GOLD EQUIVALENT

TSX/V : BNCH
OTCQB : CYRTF
WKN : A2JM2X
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100% Owned
GOLD SILVER PROJECT

BENCHMARKMETALS.COM

Benchmark Metals Inc. is a mineral exploration company focused on proving and
developing the substantial resource potential of the Lawyer’s Gold and Silver project,
located in the prolific Golden Horseshoe of northern British Columbia, Canada.

LAWYERS PROJECT

GOLD & SILVER

•

100 % owned

•

Located in the prolific Golden Horseshoe

•

Developing substantial resource potential

•

Past producer with ~$50 million in existing infrastructure •

High-grade drill intercepts within a larger bulk tonnage

•

Proven and profitable mining jurisdiction

system

•

Near surface epithermal Au-Ag system

•

Potential link to deeper porphyry system

CATALYSTS FOR GROWTH
•

Up to 50,000 metres of drilling in 2020

•

New resource estimate following drilling

•

Fully funded with +$10 million
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•

•

7.0 m at 108 g/t gold & 911 g/t silver*

•

33.53 m at 5.76 g/t gold & 128.65 g/t silver*

Additional discovery targets identified along a 20+ km
trend

LAWYERS
GOLD & SILVER
PROJECT

VANCOUVER

BENCHMARKMETALS.COM

Why Invest in Benchmark?

Rapidly advancing towards production scenarios

2018

2020

2021

Acquired the Project

Expansion Drilling

PEA

Extensive data compilation and small work
program to determine future scope and scale
of the project.

Block modeling of numerous zones.
Mineral Inventory Target.
Pit shell modeling.
50,000 m expansion and definition drill program.
Additional new discovery potential.

Results to substantiate a
world-class gold-silver asset.
Working towards mine
development & production
scenarios

Inaugural Field Program

Resource Estimate

Drilling provided bulk-tonnage potential and large goldsilver mineralized zones from surface.
Eric Sprott becomes major shareholder.

Targeting multi-million oz potential
Advanced work programs to enable Economic &
Engineering Studies.

2019

2021

WORLDS LARGEST HEDGE FUND SEES
GOLD RISING 30% TO US $2000

Source: Bridgewater’s co-chief investment officer Greg Jensen
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Large Resource Expansion Areas with New Discovery Potential
5 Million oz Gold-Silver Exploration Target
Gold-Silver Zones Over
Radiometric Geophysics

90% of the 140 km2 property is underexplored
• Five resource expansion zones
• Two new discovery zones for 2020 drill testing
• Six early stage exploration targets for new discoveries
Previous mining overlooked the bulk-tonnage and porphyry potential
• High-grade drill intercepts within wider mineralized envelopes
• Open at depth - average drill hole under 100m
• Copper porphyry targets associated with large zones of clay alteration, soil and
radiometric anomalies, and key stratigraphic horizons
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High Grade Drill Results*

Bulk-Tonnage Drill Results*

3.00m at 259 g/t gold & 3,320 g/t silver – AGB

25.00m at 2.79 g/t gold & 177 g/t silver – AGB

3.05m at 52 g/t gold & 846 g/t silver – Dukes

33.53m at 5.76 g/t gold & 128.65 g/t silver – Dukes

2.40m at 87 g/t gold & 2,407 g/t silver – Cliffs

36.50m at 2.68 g/t gold & 82.57 g/t silver – Cliffs

0.90m at 132.5 g/t gold & 8,560 g/t silver - Phoenix

26.00m at 2.42 g/t gold & 100.26 g/t silver - Phoenix

BENCHMARKMETALS.COM

Multiple Resource Zones for Expansion & Definition

MINERALIZED DOMAINS USED FOR EXPLORATION TARGET, MINERAL
INVENTORY AND MODELLED PIT SHELLS ON GROUND MAGNETICS
Following the 2019 drilling program Benchmark
has defined five discrete mineralized zones that
will be the focus of resource definition and
expansion drilling in 2020.

AGB

Up to 50,000 m of expansion and definition
drilling will target all of these zones in 2020.
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1.

Six additional exploration targets across the
140 km2 property could provide additional
ounces.

DUKE’S
RIDGE
K
EE
CR
IFF
CL 2 km

A global resource estimate will comprise Cliff
Creek, Duke’s Ridge, Phoenix and AGB.

Mine Portal

PHOENIX
PHOENIX EAST
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